A dynamical model exploring sensory integration in the insect central complex substructures.
It is imperative that an animal have the ability to contextually integrate received sensory information to formulate appropriate behavioral responses. Determining a body heading based on a multitude of ego-motion cues and visual landmarks is an example of such a task that requires this context dependent integration. The work presented here simulates a sensory integrator in the insect brain called the central complex (CX). Based on the architecture of the CX, we assembled a dynamical neural simulation of two structures called the protocerebral bridge (PB) and the ellipsoid body (EB). Using non-spiking neuronal dynamics, our simulation was able to recreate in vivo neuronal behavior such as correlating body rotation direction and speed to activity bumps within the ellipsoid body as well as updating the believed heading with quick secondary system updates. With this model, we performed sensitivity analysis of certain neuronal parameters as a possible means to control multi-system gains during sensory integration. We found that modulation of synapses in the memory network and EB inhibition are two possible mechanisms in which a sensory system could affect the memory stability and gain of another input, respectively. This model serves as an exploration in network design for integrating simultaneous idiothetic and allothetic cues in the task of body tracking and determining contextually dependent behavioral outputs.